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Ayaz Razmjooei 

Abstract 

A previous study on students approach to problems of Set Theory in Iran brought me some 

hypotheses. These encouraged me to test the hypotheses in this supplementary study. My 

purpose of this study was to consider some students' cognitive difficulties in Set Theory. I 

investigated students’ conceptual understanding of two major concepts of Set Theory – the 

concepts of inclusion and belonging. I also studied the ways students use Venn diagram to 

figure out problems in Set Theory. I wanted to examine how students figure out the different 

meanings of words in the natural and formal language. To do so, I analyzed six experiments. I 

compared three experiments with the experiments of my previous study in Iran. My research 

questions suggested using a qualitative research method. My theoretical framework built around 

theories of semiotic activities, which were used in the analysis. 

The results indicated that students can make unfortunate use of Euler–Venn diagrams. A set of 

sets was a difficult concept for students. Some words in natural language, even the word "set" in 

both natural and formal language, caused confusion for students when introduced in Set 

theoretic contexts. Students failed sometimes to distinguish between sets and elements. The 

experiments showed that students’ cultural context had affect on students' cognition regarding 

mathematical objects.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Overview 
 

The role of a mathematics teacher is filled of contradictions between what he or she knows 

about mathematics, and the way that he/she has to transfer this knowledge to students. From my 

own teaching experience, I remember I was describing a geometrical line with no width while I 

had to draw every line with width on the blackboard. I can also remember how I emphasized 

that an irrational number cannot be written as a decimal number but still had to do it. As 

Vygotsky (1962) pointed out, the perception of mathematical objects is always mediated by 

signs. Duval (2000) and also Otte ( 2001) underlined that although mathematical learning is 

conceptual, any activity involving mathematical objects takes place only through a semiotic 

register of representations. Thus it is impossible that a teacher describes mathematical objects 

without using signs and symbols. Therefore the responsibility of a teacher includes being very 

careful in his or her use of semiotic activities.    

I want to mention difference between sign and symbol: According to Langer (1954, p.63) the 

sign is something to act upon, or a means to command action; the symbol is an instrument of 

thought.   

 Signs and symbols are used in all area of mathematics. It is impossible that a subject of 

mathematics can be understood, learned or taught without signs and symbols. Especially, signs 

and symbols have a major role in set theory.  However I think that the difference between sign 

and symbol in not as clear cut as Langer claims. For instance, According to Lankham (2005) the 

symbols ∩ and ∪ were used by Giuseppe Peano (1858-1932) for intersection and union in 1888, 

but ∩ and ∪ can also be viewed operational signs. Peano also used an epsilon for membership in 

1889.   

Bagni (2006) investigated some of the central difficulties that students have in theoretically 

distinguishing between two major concepts of set theory: the concepts of inclusion and 

belonging. I examined those difficulties further in my study by asking some advanced level 

students in Iran three questions (the Experiments 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4). Then, based on this initial 

survey, I did a complementary study with some students at a university in Sweden. 
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Bagni (2006) argued that although it may seem that the concepts of set, inclusion and belonging 

are easy to understand, his study showed that their corresponding mathematical meanings and 

the way to symbolize them entail a complex and precise conceptualization. The work by Cantor 

in the nineteenth century introduced the two concepts, including and belonging. When Georg 

Cantor (1845–1918) introduced the concept of set, he meant a collection of definite and separate 

objects, which one can decide whether or not a given element belongs (Kline 1972, p. 995; 

Boyer 1985, p. 615).  

Frege, in his letter to Russell in 1902, also made reference to the concept of set through verbal 

descriptions (van Heijenort 1967, pp. 126–128).   

According to Cantor, one of the main features of the concept of set is its “substantiality”, i.e. the 

possibility of belonging to other collections and its independence from our linguistic and 

theoretical choices (Bagni, 2006). Neither of these verbal descriptions can be considered as 

definitions of set, nor does such a definition in axiomatic theories (e.g. the Zermelo–Fraenkel 

approach) exist. The principal concept of set (the principal primitive (undefined) concept) is 

belonging. If x belong to A (x is an element of A), we write x   A (Halmos1960, p.2). 

Euler diagrams were introduced in 1772 by Leonhard Euler (1707–1783) for the visual 

representation of sets. Then in1881 the diagrams were used again by John Venn (1834–1923) 

and are now generally called Venn diagrams. Venn diagrams have some deficiencies in 

representing sets in some contexts (see Bagni 2007 and also Kung and Harrison 1984) for 

example in problems that involve power sets. Still Venn diagrams are common to represent sets 

particularly in educational settings.  

As was cited by Duval (2000) and Otte (2001) above, teachers and students must represent any 

mathematical object e.g. the sets. Many signs and symbols are used in set theory. I shall 

examine how the brackets and even some words in natural language can take a symbolic role. 

As Bagni (2006) argued, the introduction of the set notion in classroom practice is often based 

upon verbal description. But, generally speaking, these verbal descriptions are quickly 

accompanied by other signs so that diverse semiotic representations are proposed for the set 

notion.  

My purpose of this study is to create some insight into the cognitive difficulties that students 

encounter when trying to cope with the symbolization and the conceptual aspects of Set Theory. 

In Chapter 2, I make some statements about mathematical objects in order to describe the 

theoretical background to this study e.g. about concept image and concept definition, semiotic 

activities, and the representations of set. Those reflections allow me to analyze the data that I 

present in chapter 4. In chapter 3 I introduce my research methods including how I chose to 

collect my data. My study began with a preliminary survey with some advanced level students 

in Iran. Then my complementary study with some advanced and some undergraduate students at 

a Swedish university are presented. I used open questionnaires, and half-open questionnaires 
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followed by student interviews. The results and analysis are presented in chapter 4 and 

discussed in chapter 5. Although my survey in Iran is a base for the supplementary study in 

Sweden, and my main purpose is not a comparative study between Iranian and Swedish, I shall 

compare Iranian and Swedish students in three of six experiments.  

 

1.2. Purpose and Research Questions 
          

My aim of this study is to review the cognitive difficulties that students face when they attempt 

to understand the symbolization and conceptual aspects of Set Theory. Two concepts belonging 

and inclusion are foci in this study.  Since a visual register is an inseparable part from other 

parts of set theory in understanding the concepts, I also consider the students’ difficulty in using 

Venn diagrams as the most important visual register in set theory. Furthermore, I want to 

consider students’ cognitive difficulty when they face a real word object i.e. Sara and Lego in 

set theory. 

The purpose of this study breaks down in following research questions:  

1- Do students distinguish between a Set and an Element? That is, when they face an object in 

set theory such as x, could they clearly state if x is an element or x is a set? 

2- Do students understand the nature and characteristics of the elements of a given set? i.e., if x 

and y are the elements of A, how do the students think about x/2 and {x/2, y/2}. 

3- Do students use Venn diagrams in a correct way? 

4- Can natural language used in set-theoretic contexts cause some difficulties for students?   

 

I want to underline that every set could also be an element to another set (such as an 

element of a power set) but some elements are only elements (e.g. 7 is an element of set {3, 

7}, and 7 could not be a set anytime). What I shall ask the students about set and element, 

are specific questions, therefore, this fact that every set could also be an element, will not 

cause any problem.         
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2. Theoretical Framework and 

Literature Review 

 

2.1. Concept Image and Concept Definition 
 

My theoretical framework is based on a study by Bagni (2006). He argues that the study of the 

semiotic processes underlying the learning of mathematics is a crucial area of study in current in 

mathematics education research. According to Tall and Vinner (1981) a student’s concept image 

is “the total cognitive structure that is associated with the concept, which includes all the mental 

pictures and associated properties and processes” (Tall and Vinner, 1981, p. 152; Vinner and 

Dreyfus, 1989). A very important aspect of the concept image is the concept definition, the 

statement a student makes when asked to define the concept; the concept definition, may 

contradict other aspects of the concept image (Bagni, 2006). Concept definitions are the body 

of words used to designate the concepts (Attorps, 2005). For example the definition of 

the ‘equation’ is a mathematical statement of the following form: 

Equation, a formula that asserts that two expression have the same value; it is either an 

identical equation (usually called an identity), which is true for any values of the variables, or 

conditional equation, which is only true for certain values of the variables” (Borowski & 

Borwein 1989, p.194). 

 

According to Tall and Vinner (1981), the concept image consists of all the cognitive structures 

which are associated with a given concept, and being formed in the individual's mind.  The 

coherence of those cognitive structures may not be global and may have quite different aspects 

from the formal concept definition. Many concepts which we use are not formally defined at all. 

Looking at the usage of them in appropriate contexts, help us learn how to recognise them. The 

meaning of these concepts in a certain context may be refined and the concepts interpreted with 

increasing specificity of characterizing, and the user might be without the advantage of a precise 

definition. To be able during this process to communicate with other users, a symbol or a name 

is given to the concept. However, the total cognitive structure which makes the meaning of the 

concept is far greater than the imaginative reaction of a single symbol.  The process of forming 

a concept image is more than any mental picture, be it pictorial, symbolic or otherwise. During 
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the mental processes of recalling and manipulating a concept, many associated processes 

consciously and unconsciously affect the meaning and its usage. For example we can mention 

the concept of subtraction which is usually used for the first time as a process involving natural 

numbers, the common numbers which the children learn at the first stage. In contrast to the 

concepts in daily life, mathematical concepts are well defined. However, what children may 

observe during using this concept is that the concept of subtraction is connected to reduction. 

This observation becomes part of their concept image and may cause problems later on 

subtraction of negative number (Tall and Vinner, 1981). 

About concept image and concept definition, Attorps (2005) remarks that Tall and Vinner 

suggest that during the thinking about a concept, something is aroused in the mind. These 

images may not be related to the concept definition even if the concept is well defined 

theoretically. The collection of conceptions is called the concept image. Concept definitions are 

used to formally describe the concepts.  Vinner and Dreyfus (1989) and Sfard (1989) as cited by 

Attorps argue that formal definitions could help us form a concept image, but they do not 

guarantee the understanding of the concept. When learners have formed their concept images or 

their subjective conceptions of mathematical concepts the students might experience the 

definitions as unnecessary. Empirical studies also indicate that students have an intention to 

interpret the mathematical concepts operationally as processes even if the mathematical 

concepts were introduced structurally, i.e. by using definitions. 

Acording to Attorps (2005), the majority of students do not use definitions when solving tasks, 

because their everyday life thinking habits take over and they are unaware of the need to consult 

the formal definitions. In most of the cases referring to just the concept image will be 

successful. Vinner (1991) argues that only non-routine problems like the identification of 

examples and nonexamples of a given concept, problem solving and mathematical proofs, can 

encourage students to use the formal concept definitions.  

For instance, according to definition of derivative, if )(xf  is a given function,  then  

existslimit   thisif ,      (I)         
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After that students learn derivative by aforesaid definition, a list of formulas is being given to 

them to do fast and simple calculation e.g. 
nxaxf   =)(   then

1'    =)( nxnaxf . For instance, if we 
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ask students to find )2('f  when
4 5 =)( xxf , they often reason that 

3'  02 =)( xxf and

160=2)( 02 =)2( 3'f . But if they were asked to find )2('f  when 2 =)( xxf  that is  

2 >  when  ,2 =)( xxxf   

2 =        when,0 =)( xxf  

2  <  when  ,2 =)( xxxf   

The formula for nxaxf   =)(  does not work. In this problem the use of the definition of 

derivative is necessary.  So the students have to reason: 
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)2('f  does not exist.  

 

According to Bagni (2006), when students deal with the concept image of set, they do not 

always make reference to the correct associations for approaching a given task. For example, it 

happens that in a student’s mind one part of the concept image is separated from other parts, so 

the student does not connect this idea to other aspects of the concept image.  

Parameswaran (2010) argued that when a learner develops a new formal mathematical 

definition, a concept image is associated with the definition. When this concept image becomes 

a useful tool, it may replace the definition. Then Parameswaran explained that understanding a 

mathematical definition is a process which is in principle open-ended: 

 You can never tell that you understand something completely. It can be conceived as 

consisting of four several stages: 1. Understanding the language in which the definition is 

stated. 2. (a) Understanding of the Definition itself as  syntactically correct. (b) Forming a 

imprecise but intuitively helpful “semantic cloud” of the definition. 3. Trying to compile a list 

of “examples consisting of concrete objects satisfying conditions of the Definition. 4.- 

Studying how the Definition works in various theorems, and in various theories where the 

subject is not the central, but an important part of the picture (Parameswaran, 2010, pp. 46-

47). 

 

2.2. Semiotic Activities 

Bagni (2006) considered the connections between spatial and temporal experience (e.g. body 

movements), and the activity of symbolization, whose importance has been underlined by 

several works of research by Radford (2002b, 2003a). Thornton (2004) and Radford (2005) 

explained that a spatial-temporal mathematical experience (e.g. this, that, here, there, top, 
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bottom, before, after) relationship is created between the individual and the conceptual object 

leading to what we have termed an embodied meaning. This embodied meaning has to become 

somehow disembodied in order to endow the scientific conceptual object with its cultural, 

interpersonal value. According to Radford (2003a), contextual generalizations differ from 

algebraic generalizations. First, algebraic objects are nonsituated and nontemporal i.e., these 

generalizations involve objects that do not have spatial temporal characteristics. Second, in 

algebraic generalizations the learner does not have access to a point of reference to “see” the 

objects.  

Certainly, the crucial term, the next figure, in the aforementioned contextual generalization 

supposes that the individual has a privileged view of the sequence. The individual sees the 

figure (in a figurative way), and this allows he or she to talk about the next figure (Radford, 

2003a, p. 55).  

 

In contrast, when dealing with sequences through algebraic symbols, the individual has to 

dissociate himself or herself from the terms of the sequence temporally and spatially (Traugott, 

1978, pp. 380– 381). This point was made by Bertrand Russell (1976). 

About semiotic activities and their relationship with the cultural context, Radford (2003a) 

remarked that words become signs capable of being used with a certain autonomy regarding the 

objects they denote. Clark (1978) discussed the interaction between mother and child when they 

are looking and reading a book. An interaction in this case can be considered where a mother 

and her child look together to a book and mother points to or touches some part of the picture. 

Then the child follows her action and touches the same part of the book. After the gesture-based 

action, speech will accompany the interaction. The mother pronounces words referring to the 

picture and the child follows again the mother’s action and imitates the sounds that heard for the 

object. During this process, gestures are replaced by words. After establishing the naming 

relation for gestures, the process of pointing reduces, since the word itself implies the activity of 

pointing. The child figure out the words and their meaning in interactive contexts in which 

indexical gestures blend together with other semiotic elements. Along with the indexical 

actions, the child’s vocal gestures of his or her protolanguage begin to become replicas of the 

mother’s or other adults’ sounds. The child’s vocal gestures reproduce the adult’s words as 

much as possible. Also, as Clark (1978) suggested, with the progressive mastering of oral 

language, words do not lose their first indexical nature. They acquire a second nature that 

dispenses them of their existential denoting connection (for a phylogenetic analysis of this 

problem see Leroi-Gourhan, 1964). 

A similar phenomenon occurs in other semiotic areas like in the development of pictorial 

repertoires (Kindler & Darras, 1998) and in writing (Dagognet, 1973). There is an aspect in 

children's learning process where they write according to the way they speak: 
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The understanding of written language is carried out by an indexical one-to-one translation 

into speech. Also, the whole structure of the written language follows in an iconic way the 

structure of speech. During a critical part in the process of learning to write, the written 

words will refer to words of the spoken language and only later will written words reach 

certain autonomy (Redford, 2003a, p. 63). 

 

 According to Rieber et al (2004), understanding written language is done through oral speech, 

but gradually this path is shortened, the intermediate link in the form of oral speech drops away 

and written language becomes a direct symbol just as understandable as oral speech. Drawing 

from Husserl’s (1958, 1978) phenomenology and adopting a semiotic cultural perspective, 

Radford (2002 a) introduced the concept of semiotic means of objectification and identified two 

types of pre-symbolic generalization in students. With the study of different types of pre-

symbolic generalizations, Radford underlined that natural language was too close to dialectical 

forms of relationship between participants and objects. Radford suggested that students 

succeeded, to some extent, in devoicing subjectivity. Their symbolic expressions achieved the 

effacement of I, you, and so forth. Also, they attempted to produce non-spatially based 

symbolizations with the teacher’s help (Redford, 2003a). These considerations will be relevant 

to our understanding of the students’ interpretation of Euler–Venn diagrams. We will describe 

Euler–Venn diagrams in 2.3. 

According to Bagni (2006), the use of systems of representation implies their legitimation, with 

two linked aspects – a social aspect which selects and sanctions certain kinds of signs, 

endowing them with a “right” or “good” way of doing and representing, and an epistemological 

one: 

By a political aspect (from the Greek polis) I mean here an aspect related to social actions 

conveying a distinction between what is good and what is not. (. . .) By an epistemological 

aspect I mean the manner in which the object of knowledge becomes known. But, as Kant 

noticed, how an object becomes known depends on the manner in which the object is sensed or 

presented to us, how it affects us” (Radford 2002a, pp. 236-237)  

 

According to this quotation, Bagni (2006) argues that representation registers have a pragmatic 

purpose and also bear a social and historical dimension that influences the way in which the 

signs cognitively affect us. Then Bagni to predicate this utterance mentioned the influence of 

the Bourbaki group in France in the 1970s. Bourbaki emphasized some kinds of signs and 

deliberately discarded others (visual ones, for instance), preferring a symbolic approach to 

mathematics that favors analytical thinking to the detriment of visual thinking. Radford (2002a) 

argued that when we face the problem of knowledge representation, we cannot separate the 

political from the epistemological. 

According to Kaput (1993), in utilizing of computer technology, traditional symbol systems of 

mathematics, numeric and algebraic, could be instantiated to yield enhanced actions. Graphing 
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by computer becomes common to linking algebraic relation with coordinate graphs. Kaput 

stated that:  

 The representational uses of technology in mathematics education have been centered on 

facilitating either actions within traditional representation systems or linkages among them, 

even linkages connecting actions as well as objects. There are deep constraints at work in 

educational methods based on exclusive use of traditional formal representation systems (p. 

383).  

 

With considering the previous remarks and from an education viewpoint, Bagni (2006) argued 

that cognitive dimension has to be related to the aforesaid social and epistemological 

dimensions of semiotic activity: In this line of thought, it is interesting to discuss the processes 

by which an object becomes a tool for the students. We can consider the fundamental distinction 

between artefact and tool (Rabardel, 1995 as noticed in Bagni, 2006), i.e. the artefact associated 

to a personal or social schema of action (Radford, 2005). 

Cerratto (1999) described Rabardel's characteristics of instruments: instruments are the tools 

that are technical and psychological at the same time, a kind of intermediate universe between 

subject and object and it transforms both. Cerratto argued that instruments are mediated 

constructs that do not exist in themselves: They are constituted by an artefact - material or 

symbolic-enriched with action schemes-specific cognitive and biological skills. Then Cerratto 

mentioned the distinction between artefact and instrument:  Instruments exist only in as much as 

the artefact used, has been associated with schemes of use. Therefore a machine or a technical 

system does not immediately constitute a tool for the subject. 

Bagni (2006) mentioned that: 

If we make reference to a symbolic object as artefact (for instance, Euler–Venn diagrams), in 

order to be able to consider it as a tool, we need a constructive mediated activity on the part 

of the subject. Since this activity depends on various conceptual and social elements, it is 

impossible to consider a formal representation in a given register in an absolute sense: it must 

be framed into a wider social and cultural context. Symbolizing and conceptualizing are 

always culturally framed activities (p. 262). 

 

2.3. Sets and Their Representations 

 

Set theory is a fundamental subject in mathematics. Learning mathematics topics requires 

knowing the concepts of set theory. For instance, Dogan-Dunlap (2006) showed that a lack of 

mastery of prerequisite knowledge causes many students’ struggles with subsequent 

mathematics topics. Since set theory is one such prerequisite for some courses, many students’ 

mistakes on these courses are based on the misunderstandings of the concepts of set theory. 
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The following semiotic registers which are used in mathematical activity were introduced by 

Bagni (2006):             

Verbal: the words set, element, belonging, empty set, subset, inclusion, union, intersection, 

power set, etc., and their definitions (when such definitions do exist). 

Symbolic: capital and small letters, different kinds of brackets as “ ”, symbols “”, “

”,“Ø”, “ ”, “ ”, etc.  

Visual: Euler–Venn diagrams, etc. 

I note that in this work attention will be paid to all three registers. The visual register treated 

will, mainly be the Euler–Venn diagram. Certainly, when a student draws a curved line in order 

to consider a collection of objects inside, he or she carries out an important and meaningful 

action. When classes and sets are visualized in this way, they are conceptualized metaphorically 

as containers (Bagni, 2006). For instance, according to the “metaphor of the container” in 

Lakoff  and Núñez’s  research (1997), a set may be interpreted in the light of a container 

representation. A container implies a bounded region of space, with an interior, a boundary and 

an exterior. Thus, Sets in mathematics have been conceptualized traditionally as container-

schemas and the members of the sets as objects inside the container-schema. So, one may affirm 

that the set concept corresponds to a certain intuitive model or representation (Fischbein & 

Baltsan, 1999). The representation by means of the container schema relates to our basic, 

common ways of interacting with the world, but of course, Euler–Venn diagrams cannot solely 

be identified with the concept of sets (Bagni 2006, Freudenthal 1983). When a learner starts to 

learn and understand the concepts of set theory, Venn diagrams are actually helpful. But these 

diagrams can- not be worked as well as learner expects when she/he face a problem such as 

power set.  I want to mention that the power set of any set S, written P(S), is the set of all 

subsets of S, including the empty set and S itself. For instance, if S = {3, 5}, then  P(S) = { Ø,   

{3}, { 5}, {3, 5}}. 

The following remarks will be relevant to our research: 

Diagrams evoke the belonging of an element, represented by a point, to a set. Nevertheless, 

how can we represent the situation if the considered element is a set? (. . .) Representing an 

element with an internal region is misleading because it causes confusion between belonging 

and the relation of subset (Ferro, 1993, p.1086; translated by Bagn, 2006, p. 263). 

Therefore, it is important to consider the difference between “belonging: x  I” and “inclusion: 

{x}   I” (i.e. belonging to the power set (the set of subsets): {x} P(I )). I want to mention 

that pairing axiom (power set axiom) guarantees the existence of the unordered pair {a, b} of 

any sets a, b. Axiom of pairing in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory mentions that if x and y are sets 

then there exists a set containing both of them (Devlin, 1993, p 43). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Set_%28mathematics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subset
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The difference between inclusion and belonging, generally rather clear when dealing with 

verbal or symbolic expressions, must also be clear with regard to visual representations (Bagni, 

2006).  

The crucial point to be emphasized is the following: the key concepts of set theory, such as the 

concepts of belonging and inclusion, have an intuitive meaning. These meanings are formalized 

later when they appear defined through precise verbal expressions (Bagni, 2006), which is 

indeed one of the characteristics of scientific concepts in Vygotsky's (1962) research. According 

to Ivic (2000), Vygotsky used the cultural tools to serve as internal techniques deals with 

the formation of concepts. The outcome of this research is presented in the book, Thought and 

Language (Vygotsky, 1962). Ivic argued: 

 At the heart of this research lies the acquisition of systems of scientific concepts, a most 

important acquisition during the period when a child is of school age. Vygotsky regarded the 

system of scientific concepts as a cultural tool that is yet another vehicle for profound 

messages, and its assimilation by children induces profound changes in their mode of thought. 

The essential property of scientific concepts is their structure, the fact that they are organized 

in hierarchical systems (other possible systems would include ‘networks’, ‘groups’, 

‘genealogical trees’, etc.) (Ivic 2000, p. 6). 

 

The passage from the intuitive to the formalized meaning creates a tension between the figural 

and the conceptual aspects that the students need to resolve in order to secure a suitable concept 

attainment (Bagni, 2006). Fischbein (1993) stated that the integration of conceptual and figural 

properties in unitary mental structures is not a natural process and it should constitute a 

continuous, systematic and main preoccupation of the teacher. According to Fischbein and 

Baltsan (1999), students often generalize from the way they were initially taught before they 

develop a critical attitude. As a matter of fact, mental behaviors frequently shape the experience 

in a meaningful way. Fischbein and Baltsan proposed an interesting approach to the 

construction of mathematical concept: in the beginning, students work to bring about the 

construction of concept that will later be replaced by another alternative. In the more advanced 

classes, students tend to replace the previously taught formal properties of a set (in the 

mathematical sense) with the properties of concrete, material collections of objects. The initial, 

intuitive model tends to survive beyond the mathematical information. Its strength consists in its 

being non-formal, nonconventional, practical and behaviourally meaningful. The principle that 

cognition develops from intuitive to formal, from practical to abstract, appears to be simplistic 

and inexact. As Fischbein and Baltsan have seen so far, for many students, the formal 

knowledge acquired in mathematical courses tends to disappear with time and to be replaced by 

more primitive concrete representations and meanings that are deeply rooted in the mental and 

practical behavior of the individual. For example, the justifications of the incorrect answers 

(counting separately repeated elements) consisted simply in counting repeatedly the respective 
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elements. When repeated elements appeared endlessly, the argument was simply that there is an 

infinity of elements. As a conclusion, many students will tend to forget the mathematical set 

concept after they have learnt it, and the initial, formal intuitive (e.g. pictures and examples) 

will surface and tacitly replace the formal meaning (we say ‘tacitly’ because the learner does not 

act consciously in this case) (Fischbein & Baltsan, 1999). 

While the fundamental expressions of set theory are rooted in the linguistic structure of subject 

– predicate, Euler–Venn diagrams initially display the predicative structure as points in a 

closed-plane figure; the predicative structure hence becomes geometrized. Euler–Venn diagrams 

are powerful tools for endowing students’ mathematical activity with meaning. However if 

these tools replace the meaning of the predicative structure this process could lead to incorrect 

conclusions for the student (Bagni, 2006). 

The key point for understanding the main discussion of my research: Radford (2002b), 

suggested that the various semiotic systems of the technology of semiotic activity (e.g. the 

visual Venn diagrams, the verbal and the symbolic systems) have their own cultural way to 

bestow meaning on objects of discourse. In distinguishing between sign and object and 

acknowledging the unavoidable gap between them, Frege was led to introduce his famous 

distinction between sign, sense and reference (that is, object).Frege (1960) said: 

It is natural, now, to think of there being connected with a sign (name, combination of 

words, letter), besides that to which the sign refers, which may be called the reference 

[object –L.R.] of the sign, also what I should like to call the sense of the sign, wherein the 

mode of presentation is contained ( p. 57). 

 

Hence, the Fregean concept of sense appears to be related to the particular facet of the object 

being intellectually seized. One of his best-known examples is the pair ‘morning star’ and 

‘evening star’. These expressions (or signs) have the same object (Venus) but their sense is 

different (Radford, 2002b). Rather than a problem of translatability or conversion, knowledge 

attainment becomes possible as a solid articulation of the semiotic systems of the technology of 

semiotic activity, even if prominence is sometimes put on one system, and sometimes on 

another (Radford, 2003b, p. 136). The sign (for example, the word of written language and the 

arithmetical symbol) seems to be a transcription of oral production. It refers to actions that 

someone has to carry out on certain mathematical objects (Radford, 2003b). 

As Høyrup (1990) has shown, there is, from the beginning of learning an object, a visual 

referent (even if it is not included in the written text). The object is represented iconically 

(Radford, 2001). In this way, the object is presented to our understanding: 

It becomes ‘sensible’ (Kant, 1781, 1787/1996) in an act of representation that allows us to 

establish a link of deep signification between the intended object and its representation 

(Husserl, 1900/1970). By virtue of its iconicity, the object is endowed with a meaning that 
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authorizes certain ways of treating or processing representations (Duval, 1993, as cited in 

Radford, 2003b). In such cases, representations impose certain visual facets of the object on 

psychological activity, so that the referent does not become lost (Radford 2003b. p.136). 

 

Venn Diagrams are the most common visual register in set theory. Nevertheless, these diagrams 

have some restrictions when it comes to show sets and their elements. I will end this section, by 

reviewing some critical viewpoints on using Euler–Venn diagrams. 

Is the Venn Diagram Good Enough? This question, which is the name of an article, became a 

base for Kung and Harrison (1984) in their study. There has been shown that the maximum 

number of disjoint sets in the plane formed by n circles is n  - n  2 2 . Therefore, the article 

concludes that, for  4n  it is impossible to draw n circles showing all the possible 

intersections of n sets (Mahmoodian et al, 1987). 

Bagni (2007) through an example showed that how an unfortunate representation can cause a 

misunderstanding for students. He argued that as in general, a set is represented by a connected 

plane figure, if we represent the sets G = {3, 5} and J = {2, 4} by Figure 2.3.a, this will create 

the false belief to students that intersection of these sets is not empty. 

  

 

 

Figure 2.3.a 

  

Instead of Figure 2.3.a, Bagni suggested that we represent these sets by Figure 2.3.b: 
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Figure 2.3.b 

 

As another example that is related to this study, the restrictions of Venn diagrams become 

apparent especially when students are asked to show an element of power set by using Venn 

diagram or they want to solve a geometrical problem with use of Venn diagram. 
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3. Methods 

 
 
 

3.1. Research Methods in Mathematics 

Education 
 

According to Schoenfeld (2002), mathematics education research is grounded in psychology 

and philosophy among other fields. However, research in mathematics education is quite young.   

Cognitive revolution in the 1970s and 1980s, completely reconceptualized the nature of the 

phenomena considered to be central, and it has developed new methods to explore them. 

Schoenfeld argued that research methods are best chosen if you have any idea of what it is one 

is looking for.  Schoenfeld analogized a research method to a lens: a lens can bring great 

attention to the phenomena, but it may deface others at the same time. Moreover, to continue the 

metaphor, different lenses are suitable for different purpose such as use one set of glasses for 

close-up work, for regular distance, and complex devices. So it is with methods:  

The phenomena we wish to “see” should affect our choice of method, and the choice of 

method will, in turn, affect what we are capable of seeing. And, of course, the kinds of claims 

one will be able to make (convincingly) will depend very much on the methods that have been 

employed (Schoenfeld 2002, p. 479). 

 

 Schoenfeld mentioned a series of common-sense questions that are natural to ask when 

someone proposes to make some judgments from a body of data. Those include the following: 

Are there enough data to make a judgment? Will we make the same conclusions from the same 

data? Will we produce similar data when assessed at different times, and will their interpretation 

be consistent? 

 

 

3.2. Data Collection 
 

I shall present the data collected in some experiments with students at different educational 

levels. The first data collected from some advanced students in mathematics education at a 

university in Iran during the spring semester 2007.  

The first step provided me with some pointers for an in-depth study of the second step, dealing 

with some students in an advanced class in mathematics at a Swedish university (Swu).  
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Students’ names have been changed to protect students’ privacy. I used an open questionnaire to 

study the advanced students’ thinking in Iran about some basic concepts in set theory. All those 

students were teachers at a high school and had taught set theory at least once. Since those 

students were teachers and had experience of giving examinations themselves, I described the 

details of the questions and gave them the questions to the participants in the study as an open 

questionnaire. I asked that they write their answers with all the details of the solutions. To 

examine the role of Venn diagram in studying the students’ answers, I had one question in 

which some of the students were asked to use a Venn diagram, and for the others, there was not 

any instruction to use it. For those who did not have the name of Venn diagram in the 

questionnaire, they were free to choose if they wanted to use it or not. However, I did not 

explain the use of Venn diagram at all.   

In my supplementary study on an advanced level class and an undergraduate class in 

mathematics at the Swedish university, initially a half- open questionnaire was used. Then I 

interviewed some students from the two classes. The interviews were first audio-taped and 

transcribed, and then analyzed using techniques of qualitative research (concerning the 

methodology, I make reference to Radford, 2000 and Bagni, 2006). To analyze data, I also used 

a logical analysis based on experience as a mathematics teacher. The translations from Persian 

are mine but since mathematical symbols are universal, I have copied some Iranian original data 

in the next section while explaining the results. 

The advanced students in Iran had 30 minutes time to answer three questions. During this time, 

they could ask me if they found any ambiguity in the questions.  

The advanced level students at the Swedish university had unlimited time both for the pre-test 

and the interview. Because only a few students at the advanced level could be interviewed due 

to time conflicts, I gave the opportunity to the undergraduate level students to have their 

interviews several ways e.g. by telephone or e-chat (see Appendix). 

As we shall see, the interview in the second experiment dealt with an interpersonal channel 

(Ryve, 2004). 

 After the half-open questionnaire, the students were asked to reconsider their previous answers. 

In the advanced level class at the Swedish university, their teacher attended during the interview 

as a research assistant.  I showed a student one of his/her initial answers, and then I asked 

him/her a question according to that answer. Then I wanted him/her to explain the answer, and 

asked some follow-up questions  

The advanced students in Iran were divided in two groups: group 1(nine students) and group 2 

(six students). I denote the Iranian students  )(F M ijij which means the i-th male (female) member 

of group j. The Swedish students that answered to questions consisted of eleven students at the 

undergraduate level and seven students at the advanced level of the Swedish students have 

answered the questions.                                                                                                
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3.3. Interview as a Method for Qualitative 

Research 
 

Because my aim was to study some cognitive difficulties, and relevant to the theoretical 

framework, I chose a qualitative research method. According to Aquilonius (2005, p. 64), an 

interview can give background information about factors that shape student thinking. The three 

most common qualitative methods are participant observation, focus groups, and interview.  

The three main reasons which caused me to use interviews rather than the two others qualitative 

research methods were: 

Firstly, all of students had learnt set theory before I met them. Therefore set theory was not in 

the syllabus as a main subject and participant observation not an appropriate method. Secondly, 

I was not their teacher. Thirdly, I wanted to be able to ask follow-up questions of the 

participating students and therefore to interview was a natural method to choose. 

I wanted to use a method that would cover both factual knowledge and the meaning that 

students attach to some central concepts in set theory. According to Kvale (1996), the 

qualitative research interview is suitable when one consider “mathematical concepts” as “central 

themes” in the mathematical world. The students in this study had learnt the concepts of set 

theory and had developed these concepts under a long time period. Therefore according to 

McNamara (1999), the qualitative research interview would be useful for getting the story 

behind the students’ experiences. 

King (2004) argued that this method is ideally suited for examining topics in which different 

levels of meaning need to be explored.  

As King (2004) suggested, I started to interview by opening with a question which I expected 

the interviewee could answer easily and without potential embarrassment or distress. The way 

in which questions are asked during the interview has a major bearing on how useful the 

responses are likely to be.  I finished each interview by giving the interviewee the opportunity to 

make any comments about the subject at hand which had not been covered in the rest of the 

interview. 
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4. Experiments and Results 

 

4.1. Experiment 1- Students Fail to Use a Venn 

Diagram Correctly 

The first experiment was inspired by Bagni’s (2006) study.  This experiment was given to the 

group1 of Iranian students, and the Swedish students (both advanced and undergraduate 

students). My purpose of this experiment was to see if the students would use Venn diagrams in 

the correct way? The students were asked to the following task: 

Represent the set of the sides of a triangle by a picture (Venn diagram). 

 

Table 4.1 shows that only two students answered correctly to the question in Experiment 1 – 

one advanced Iranian student and one advanced Swedish student. 

 

 

 
Table 4.1 

Summary of the result in Experiment 1   

 

 Wrong 

 

No Answer Right 

 

Iran – advanced Level 

 

 

 

 * * * * * 

 * *  

 

 * 

 

 * 

 

Swu – undergraduate level 

 

 

 

 * * * * * 

 * * * * 

 

 * *  

 

 

Swu – advanced Level 

 

 

 

 * * 

 

 * * * * 

 

 * 

 

 

 

As Bagni (2006) observed, the representations are characterized by different resemblances to 

the geometric situation under consideration. As I shall show, this geometric situation is not only 
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the use of real sides and angles, but sometimes the students use Venn diagrams as a model in a 

geometrical way to represent sides and angles (see Figure 4.1.d). 

 I found that the students have some kind of misunderstanding such indicated by Figure 4.1.a. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.a: An incorrect answer of one Iranian student   

 

In such representations, the elements are segments. This kind of representation was observed in 

Iranian students’ answers (four students made such mistake).  Although the segments have been 

drawn in a position that is not exactly the position on the sides of the triangle, they still retain a 

close position to their alleged original one, similarly as found by Bagni (2006). 

 

Figure 4.1.b: An incorrect answer of a student at advanced level at Swu. 

The student only drew what is shown above as his answer. 

 

 

In such representations (Figure 4.1.b) the elements of the considered set have been drawn as 

sides of a particular triangle. One advanced level student at Swu and two Iranian students made 

this mistake. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.c: An answer of one Iranian student 
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The student, whose work is shown in Figure 4.1.c, changed his answer twice. Since an element 

of a set is shown as a point in Venn diagrams, and this student did not draw any point in her 

final answer, I am not sure that I consider her answer as a correct answer.  However, even 

though she did not introduce c, and ba, it seems that a, b and c were thought of as the three 

sides of the triangle.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.d: An incorrect answer of one undergraduate student at Swu 

 

 

Even after reading about Bagni’s experiment (2006), such answers, as in Figure 4.1.d, were 

completely surprising to me. I confess that after considering many cases, I did not expect that I 

would face such answers. I should mention that this kind of mistake was only observed at the 

undergraduate level students at Swu (six of eleven students have similar representations). This 

kind of answer shows that these students did not believe that a side could be an element. I think 

that they considered a side as a line as a set of points. Therefore, in their mind a side (as a set), 

could not be an element so they considered also an angle as interaction of two sides. 

According to Bagni (2006), Euler–Venn diagrams are not merely containers where objects are 

thrown: the predicative meaning of the basic object-predicate structure mistakenly becomes 

thought of as “the element a is in the set A,” suggested by the geometric representation. 

One point that I would like to underline is that most of the advanced level students at Swu did 

not represent anything, even in an incorrect way. 

 

To increase my understanding of students thought processes related to Experiment 1, I did an 

interview with Henning, who was an undergraduate level student at Swu. Although most of 

students could not represent the set of the sides of a triangle by Venn diagram, what Henning 

has represented was different from the others.  Among all the students who answered 

incorrectly, it seems that Henning’s answer is farthest from the correct Venn diagram than the 

other ones. His answer is shown in Figure 4.1.e. Our discussion about his answer went as 

follows:     
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I: How many sets did you write? 

 Henning: three. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.e: Henning’s answer 

 

 

I: But I wrote in the question that you represent the set of the sides of a triangle. It means that 

you should draw only one set. Can you now represent it? We need just one set. 

Henning: I'm not sure what you're asking about. Do you mean that I have produced three 

pictures? I have tried to outline the three sides as different entities in the Venn diagram. 

I: Yes, you have drawn the three sides of the triangle, but you said that these are three sets. But 

I wanted that you present these sides as one set on a picture. 

An element of a set is shown as a point in Venn diagrams but Henning did not draw any point in 

his answer. Therefore I believe that although Henning did not consider an angle as interaction of 

two sides (like Figure 4.1.d), it is not clear that whether he considered a side as an element or a 

set of points. 

 4.2. Experiment 2 - A Non-Geometrical 

Question with and without a Venn Diagram 

The second question in Bagni’s study (2006) was asking about some lines and planes and 

therefore has an embodiment of geometry. For considering whether this embodiment would 

have any effect on the students’ answers or not, I changed the question to a similar question 

without an embodiment of geometry (or at least less associated with geometry). 

To understand the role of Venn diagram in figuring out the answers, I asked this question in 

which some of Iranian students ( 12M , 12F  and 32M ) were asked to use the Venn diagram, and for 

the others ( 22M , 32M  and 42M ), and also for Swedish students, there was not any instruction to 
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use it. For those who did not have the name Venn diagram in the questionnaire, they were free 

to choose if they wanted to use it or not. Seeing or hearing the word Venn diagram may have an 

effect on the students’ reasoning and give them a mental picture. I wanted to see if mentioning 

Venn diagram or not would make a difference regarding student answers. Therefore, the 

questionnaire in this case did not have any hints to use the Venn diagram.  

My purpose of this experiment was to find out if the students did distinguish between a subset 

and an element.  Specially, did they know that a set may be an element of another set? Could 

students draw power sets when they used Venn diagrams? 

I gave the question of Experiment 2 to the group 2 of Iranian students, and the students at the 

Swedish university: 

Let R be the set of Real numbers. 

Let E be the set of Natural Even numbers. 

Let P be the set of Prime numbers. 

Let B be the set having elements E  and P . 

 Does B  belong to the power set of R ? 

 I gave the definition of power set to the undergraduate students: 

(The power set of any set S, written P(S), is the set of all subsets of S, including the empty set 

and S itself) 

 

Table 4.2 shows that the advanced level students have a greater proportion of correct answers 

than the undergraduate. I expected that because a student needs time to develop a new concept 

and the concept of power set is a new concept for the undergraduate students at Swu.  

 
 
 
Table 4.2 
Summary of the results in Experiment 2 

 

 Wrong 

 

No 

Answer 

Right Right, but the reasoning is 

Wrong 

 

Iran – advanced Level 

 

 

 * * * 

 

* 

  

 

 * * * 

 

 * *  

 

Swu – undergraduate 

level 

 

 

 * * * * 

* 

 * *  

 

 

 * *  

 

 * *  

 

 

Swu – advanced Level 

 

 

 * * * * 

 

  

 

 * *  

 

 * 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Set_%28mathematics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subset
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I would like to consider some answers: 

 

 
Figure 4.2.a: The answers of one Iranian student who was asked use Venn diagram (up) and 

 one undergraduate student at Swu (down) 

 

Both the Iranian student and the Swedish student (Figure 4.2.a) clearly considered set B as the 

union of two sets E and .P  Even though the Iranian student gave a correct definition of power 

set his answer was still wrong. This result parallels the one in the experimental test in Bagni 

(2006). 
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Figure 4.2.b: An answer of one Iranian student who was asked use Venn diagram 

 

About this student (Figure 4.2.b), I originally did not understand how he had reasoned. But after 

that this study was completed by Swedish students, I figured out that he interpreted “Let  B be 

the set having elements E and P ” as “Let B be the intersection of E and P”  (see interview with 

Dan in the end of this subsection). 

 

 

Figure 4.2.c: An answer of one Iranian student who was asked use Venn diagram 

 

This Iranian student (Figure 4.2.c) seems also to be looking at E∪P, rather than the power set of 

E and P. Although she apparently had answered correctly (by saying “set B cannot belong to 

R”), I marked such student in the fifth column in Table 4.2) did not understand the concept of 

power set. Therefore, their apparently correct answers are invalid. Moreover, what she did, 

suggested a hypothesis to me that became the basis for continuing this study with Swedish 

students. 

In this case, Bagni (2006) believed that students confuse B = {E, P}   with B = E∪P. Bagni 

argued that these students did not realize that B is the set with elements E and P.  They made 

reference to the whole “figure” B = E∪P. These students have expressed the set B in a visual 
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register, but they used this register (i.e. they interpreted Euler–Venn diagrams) in an improper 

way. According to Bagni, They considered E, P as subsets of B, instead of considering them as 

elements of B. 

To explain this kind of students’ difficulty, however, I believe that sometimes students confuse 

a set of numbers e.g. P = {2,3,5,7,11,…} with a sequence of their members e.g. ,...11 ,7,5 ,3 ,2  

i.e. they do not take into account the brackets. The student 42M  first wrote B = {E, P} 

correctly, then he considered the elements of E and P instead of the sets E and P, and put 

B = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,…}. 12F ’s answer was expressed more clearly: B = {2,4,6,8,…,3,5,7,9,…} 

(I mentioned that she considered P as the set of natural odd numbers). I will exam the above 

hypothesis in 4.2 (see also question number 4 in subsection 4.2). However, B will be the same 

set independent of B is considered as PE= B  or is constructed as in the example above.  

What I discussed shows that a set can be constructed by different kinds of reasoning (right or 

wrong). However, the result can still show exactly the same set. 

Alfons, a student in advanced level at the Swu, confirms my hypothesis (Figure 4.2.d, see also 

4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4.2.d:  Alfons’s answer 

 

 

I did an interview with Dan, who was an advanced level student at Swu. Although the students 

had as much time to answer as they wanted, Dan gave a very short answer. But this short 

answer made me think about how an Iranian student had reasoned (See Figure 4.2.b). The 

discussion with Dan to find how he has thought to get this answer follows: 
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Figure 4.2.e:  Dan’s answer 

 

 

I: Can you explain how you get your answer? 

Dan:  I did not understand the power. 

 (Teacher explains what power set means). Now what is your answer to this question? 

Dan:  (10 seconds) yes. Because the singleton {2}. 

I:  How did you consider the singleton {2}. How you get this set? B is a set with two elements, E 

and P. How you change it to element two? 

 Dan: I thought it was the intersection. 

I:  No.   

Dan: Having both elements, having elements of both E and P. 

I:  So how you can represent it by mathematics language? 

 (37 seconds, silence)  

I: So this will give you the points which are in the set E and in the set P, so in this case your 

elements is the elements  of E and P, but here the question is, 

Dan: Alltså both, (Then Dan wrote which is shown in Figure 4.2.f) 

 

 

Figure 4.2.f:  Dan described his answer 

 

I: And, what is the element of this set? 

 Dan: Two. I mean both, alltså, and, it is probably wrong. 
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I: No, no, I just want to know that how you write it in mathematics language, so you did in this 

way, so you consider the sentence to mean the intersection. 

Dan: Emmm.  

It seems that Dan made these mistakes by an inappropriate translation from natural language to 

formal language.  Dan interpreted “Let B be the set having elements E and P” as “Let B be the 

intersection of E and P”.  As I mentioned under Figure 4.2.b, both Iranian and Swedish students 

showed this kind of misunderstanding.  

 To conclude the end of this subsection, it seems that whether the problem was given with an 

embodiment of geometry (as Bagni had given) or not, moreover, whether the students have used 

Venn diagram or not, this did not have a significant effect on the students’ misunderstandings.   

Bagni (2006) added that traditional use of capital letters (for sets) and lower-case letters (for 

elements) is educationally useful. However he added that when we must consider a set which 

belongs to another set e.g., a member of a power set, this situation can cause conflicts with the 

traditions of symbolic notation. It can cause the dangerous misconception that a set cannot 

belong to another set. 

4.3. Experiment 3- The Word SET: Verbally, 

Symbolically and in Writing 

In this experiment, I wanted directly to exam what I had conjectured in 4.2 (see Figure 4.2.c, 

and its description), i.e., whether the students distinguish between a set and its elements? For 

instance do they distinguish between “the set of prime numbers” and” the prime numbers”? The 

following question was asked:    

Which of the following are correct?  

I- The set of all natural even numbers is closed under addition. 

II- The set of all natural even numbers are divisible by 2. 

III- Natural numbers are closed under multiplication. 

 

Table 4.3 shows that most of undergraduate and advanced level have incorrectly answers to the 

part II and part III. It seems that when they faced a combination of set theory and another kind 

of problem, they have focused on the other issue. Therefore in the part II and Part III they have 

focused on “divisible by 2” and “closed under multiplication” respectively. 
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Table 4.3 

A summary of the result in Experiment 3 

 

 Wrong 

 

No 

Answer 

 

Right Right, but the 

 reasoning is Wrong 

 
 
 
 
 
I 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

*  

 

* * 

 

* * * * * 

* * * 

 

 

   

* * * * * 

* *  

 

 
 

 

 
II 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

* * * * * 

* * 

 

* *  

 

* *  

 

 

* * * * * 

*  

  

*  

 

 

 
 
 
III 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

* * * * * 

* *  

 

* * 

  

 

* *  

 

  

 

* * * * * 

*  

  

*  

 

*  

 

 

I did interview with Goodarz and Lars to increase my understanding of students thought 

processes related to Experiment 3. Goodarz was an advanced level student at Swu. I want to 

mention that Goodarz is a special case. He has a bachelor degree in mathematics from one of the 

best universities in Teheran, Iran, and then he moved to Swu to continue his study. According to 

Radford (2002a, as cited in Bagni 2006, p.276), a representation system cannot be considered in 

absolute terms: in fact, its legitimation is dependent on a cultural context, and it is impossible to 

dissociate the political and the epistemological aspects. Therefore, Goodarz seems to be a 

special case. He has grown up and learnt mathematics in Iran. Then he moved to Sweden and 

has studied some years in Sweden. Therefore he is familiar with both Iranian and Swedish 

culture and language. I would like to compare his reasoning with both Iranian students and other 

Swedish students that have grewn up and learnt mathematics in Sweden. The interview was 

done in Persian. The translation is mine. I discussed with Goodarz about two questions 

(questions number 3 and 6).  
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Figure 4.3.a:  Goodarz’s answer to question 3 

 

First, about this question (number 3), I asked Goodarz and L to describe how they have thought 

about some properties of a set and the members of a set. As we shall see, finally Goodarz 

accepted to change his answer. Our discussions are the following: 

I: Why do you think that the second part is incorrect? 

Goodarz:  As I mentioned, It should be “the elements of the set of all natural numbers are 

divisible by 2” and not “the set of all...” 

I: Can you compare the first and the third parts? You said that both of them are correct. Do you 

find any distinction between them? 

Goodarz: The first one asks about closed under addition and the second asks about closed under 

multiplication. And I showed that both of them are correct. 

I: Closing what? A set or the elements of a set? 

Goodarz: A set. Closed is defined on a set. 

I: But in the third part, I did not write the word “set”. I wrote “Natural numbers...” and not 

“The set of natural numbers...”. 

Goodarz: Regard to definition of closed, I understood it as “The set of natural numbers...”. 

I: So, I would to ask you this question again. What do you think now? 
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Goodarz: I think that it is still correct. Because “Natural numbers” means “The set of natural 

numbers” for me. 

I: Then you think that the four words in the beginning of the first part are extra? Can we change 

it and ask “Natural even numbers are closed under addition” ? 

Goodarz: (10 seconds) If we want to write mathematically, I think that it is better to write “The 

set of...” 

I: So do you have any revision about first or third part? 

Goodarz: If I want to answer again, I think that third is incorrect. 

 

I want to highlight the phrase that Goodarz expressed: natural numbers means the set of natural 

numbers for me. I suggest that this mistake highlights many misunderstandings of what is 

fundamental in set theory.  Although, when we speak or write using natural language, the 

difference between natural numbers and the set of natural numbers are not very clear, but 

mathematically (and so really),  1,2,3,4,…. Does not mean  ,..4,3,2 ,1 .  

I also asked Lars about the question number 3. His answers about this question are the following 

(see also Figure 4.3.b).  

I: Do you think that a set is divisible by a number? Is division defined for a set? 

Lars:  A set is not divisible by a number, since dividing is an algebraic operation. 

I: Can you review part II? You believe that it is still correct? 

 Lars:  haha I see, I think that sometimes it's hard to keep a side what you mean in set theory 

when you express in natural language. I suppose it's incorrect. 

I: Please look at the first and the third parts. Do you think that Closing is defined on a set, or 

the elements of a set? Anyway it seems that first and third parts are different but you have 

correct in both of them. Can you review these again? 

 Lars:  yes, I just realized that, I didn't reflect on "closed" on the first question, however, I think 

closed is a property that a set with an algebraic structure can possess. Ah wait hrm. Ok let me 

put it in this way: there is a set of objects, you can use these to create a set with added structures 

like algebras, if it's possible to add "/" to the set it will be called closed. 

I: So you said about division which is on the second part, so I would like that you compare the 

first and third parts, and tell me what your answers are now to these two questions? 

 Lars:  the first is correct since it's an operation on elements that holds, whereas the second one 

is an algebraic operation on a set the second one is incorrect. 
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Figure 4.3.b:  Lars’s answer to question 3 

Lars answered very accurately and with details. But even Lars, with his good knowledge, had a 

cognitive difficulty to distinguish between a set and the elements of a set. I asked him two times 

that he would compare the first and the third parts, but his mind apparently was involved in the 

second part.    

 

4.4. Experiment 4- Finding a Philosophical 

Difficulty  

My experience as a teacher and my discussions with students, has led me to find a philosophical 

difficulty in set theory. My hypothesis was that some students cannot match the real-world 

objects with set theory. Therefore I gave the following question to the students in group 1- one 

of the two Iranian groups.  

Let a legohouse be made of some certain legos. Consider the legohouse as a set of these legos. 

Let s and t  be two of these legos. Let us assume that we cut lego s   to make 1s  and 2s : 

I- Is lego s  a member of this set or a subset? 
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II- Are s and t  together a subset or members of this set? 

III- Is 1s  a member of this set or a subset? 

IV- Are 1s  and 2s  together a subset or members of this set? 

Students’ answers are given in Table 4.4.a. 

 

Table 4.4.a 

A summary of the result in Experiment 4.  )(F M ijij  means the i-th male (female) member of  group j. 

 

 I II III IV 

11F Both Members Both - 

11M Member Subset None of them None of them 

21M Member Subset  Member Both 

21F Member Members None of them - 

31M  Member Members  Member  Members 

31F Both Subset None of them Both 

41M  Member Members None of them  Members 

51M  Member Members  Member  Members 

61M  Member Members  Member  Members 

 

To analyze these answers, I argue some logical points: 

Let X present a set of legos, immediately s ∈ X.  So 11F  and 31F  did not have a clear distinction 

between an element and a subset of a certain set.  

The word “together” in part II (in Persian the expression was “rooye ham rafte”), was 

confusing. While three students believed that “together” make a subset, i.e.,{s, t} , the other 

students considered “together” as s, t ∈ X.  

In part III, 1s is actually neither a member of X  nor a subset. Physically or chemically, may 

1s  has the properties of Lego s, but here the question was asked about a mathematical concept. 

Then 1s cannot be a member of X. Moreover
, 1s  

can never be a subset when there is no word or 

symbol that means 1s  is a set. So many of these students seemed to misunderstand the nature of 

being a member of X. 

Part IV is a combination of the two previous parts.  Even if a student did not have a clear  

understanding about the other parts of this experiment,  I expected that he/she through logical 

thinking still should be able to give what I would consider being a logical answer . However, 

when I looked through the fourth part of this experiment, my expectation was not valid. Table 
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4.4.b shows what I may expect as their answers for the column IV in Table 4.4 by considering 

their previous reasoning given in other columns of the same table. 

 

Table 4.4.b 

What the students answered and what I have expected  

 

 IV 

The answers 

 

My expectation 

11F - Members
 

21M Both A subset 

21F - None of them 

31F Both None of them 

41M Members None of them 

 

 

 I would like to explain one of such answers to show how I expected. For instance, if the answer 

of 21M  would be writing symbolically, he believed that:  

I- Xs  (then also Xt  ). 

II-   Xts  , . 

III- Xs 1  (then also Xs 2  ). 

Since he considered Xs 1  and according to his answerer in the part II,   I expected that he 

considered “ 1s  and 2s  together “as  21 s ,s  in the part IV and therefore  Xs 21 s ,  .  

However, he answered that “ 1s  and 2s  together “was both a member and a subset of the set of 

Legos. 

  

Considering 41M ’s answer, made to me a hypothesis that he has considered “ 1s  and 2s   

together” as 21 ss   and therefore equal to s .  

According to the result of Experiment 4, I improved the question and make it as the questions in 

Experiment 5.  
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4.5. Experiment 5- A Linguistic Issue  

Based on my experiences from Experiment 4 that I did with the Iranian students, I designed 

Experiment 5 for the Swedish students. 

Experiment 5 has two purposes: First, a linguistic comparison between formal (mathematical) 

language and natural language. Second, using a real-world object in set theory and considering 

the students’ responses. In part III, I believe that there is not really a certain correct answer. I 

gave this part to observe the students’ reactions about the word together. Therefore, I do not 

mark answers as right or wrong in its row in table 4.5: 

If  2021 ,s , ssA    we know that for ,3,.....,20 2, ,1j , i  we have Asi  ,  As j  , and

  Asi js , . 

Suppose that in a class there are 20 students. If 1s  is Sara and 2s  is Anna, which of the 

following are correct? 

I- Sara is an element of this class. 

II- Sara is a subset of this class. 

III- Sara and Anna together are a subset of this class. 

IV- Sara and Anna are elements of this class. 

 

A summary of result is shown in Table 4.5. As we can see, the most of students at both 

undergraduate and advanced level have answered similarly to the three parts (I, III and IV). 

However, most of the students at the undergraduate level believed that Sara is a subset of this 

class while the most students at advanced level thought that Sara is not a subset of this class. 

 

About Experiment 5, I did interview with Alfons and Goodarz, who were two advanced level 

students, and Lars, who was an undergraduate student at Swu. These three students have 

answered differently to the four parts of the question of Experiment 5. I asked them to explain 

how they have reasoned so I would understand why their answers were different. I chose some 

important parts of these interviews to show the difference better. 

I will start with Alfons’ interview (see also Figure 4.5.a). 
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Table 4.5 

A summary of the result in Experiment 5 

 

 Wrong 

 

No 

Answer 

 

Right Right, but the 

 reasoning is Wrong 

 
 
 
 
 
I 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

  

 

* * 

 

* * * * * 

* * * *  

 

 

 

*  

 

  

* * * * * 

*   

 

 
 
 
 

II 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

* * * * * 

*  

 

* * 

 

* * * 

 

 

* * * 

  

  

* * * * 

 

 

 
 
 

 
III 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

 
All of the students that have answered, believed that Sara and Anna 

together are a subset of this class, is correct.   

 
 Six students (of seven) believed that Sara and Anna together are a 

subset of this class, is correct.  
 
 

 
 

IV 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

 

* * 

  

 

* * 

 

* * * * * 

* *  

 

 * 

 

* * * 

 

  

* * * * 
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Figure 4.5.a:  Alfons’s answer to question 5 

 

 

I: You have the second part to be correct, and also the first one. How could you get that both of 

them are true? 

Alfons: Since she is an element thus you can also make a subset of the class.  

(Teacher explaining on paper) 

Alfons:  (5 seconds) but I may just thought that it could be this subset (he wrote {Sara}) just. 

 

Next, I will quote from the interview with Lars (see also Figure 4.5.b). 

I: You said that Sara is an element of this class and Sara is not a subset of this class. Anna is the 

same. So why Sara is an element and not a subset, but Sara and Anna together make a subset. 

Can you tell me how you understand it? 

  Lars:  yeah, with this one I had the same problem as with the other question, problem in 

natural language. I thought that whenever you group elements together you create a set. What 

made me think like this is the word "together" since it sounds like you address the group of 

them with certain properties. I didn't expect this degree of trickiness.   
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Figure 4.5.b:  Lars’s answer to question 5 

 

Now, I will quote from the interview with Goodarz (see also Figure 4.5.c). 

I: You have marked under “correct” in third part. Are you sure that it is correct? 

Goodarz: Absolutely 

I: But almost all of students believed that it is correct... 

Goodarz: (5 seconds) I still think that it is incorrect. If Sara and Anna together want to be a 

subset of this class, Sara should be a subset of this class herself and also Anna. But Sara is an 

element of this class and not a subset and the same for Anna. 

I: May be another students considered the word “together” as a concept of set! 

Goodarz:  (13 seconds) So I think that you should ask “Sara and Anna together is a subset of 

this class?”  But you used “are” instead of “is”. 
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Figure 4.5.c:  Goodarz’s answer to question 5 

 

According to the second response of Alfons, it seems that he was confused between Sara and 

the set of Sara. Although I did not point to the word set there, he has made this concept in his 

mind. It shows that using real objects in set theory could be problematic. I also mentioned this 

remark in 4.4.  

Here, Lars has completely helped me. When I should find some points in the students reasoning 

to reference to my theoretical background, Lars did (so for me) by saying I had problem in 

natural language. Indeed, he referred to a major students’ difficulty; i.e., sometimes the use of 

natural language in mathematics is problematic. 

When some of students have emphasized on the word “together” to figure out the concept 

“subset”, Goodarz emphasizes on the verb “are” . Since Goodarz is Persian, I think that this case 

is completely linguistics. The verbs is and are, are translated to two different verbs in Persian. 

But both of them are translated to är in Swedish. Therefor Goodarz (and only Goodarz) 

emphasized the verb (I refer again to what I cited according to Radford 2002a, in the start of 

4.3). Even if the translation of a text from a language to another language could not be word for 

word and the translation should be done in a cultural context to convey meaning, but some 

differences in grammar, pronouns and verbs make translation more difficult (i.e., as I know, the 

most of Iranian in the beginning of learning English (Swedish) are confused between He (Han) 

and She (Hon) because these two pronouns have just one word in Persian).  
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4.6. Experiment 6- Element and Subset 

In Experiment 5, we observed that when the students faced a real object such as Sara, 

sometimes they have confused element with subset. In this experiment I want to examine this 

difficulty with a problem in the mathematical world. The purpose of this Experiment is how 

students distinguish between a set (e.g. P) and an element (e.g. t).  This question was asked to 

the two groups of students at Swu: 

Let  NxxA    ; 2  ,   NxxB    ; 2 ,  NxxC    ; 12  and  1 and   ; 1  xNxxD . 

Let  ByAyyP   and   ; .  Let t  be a point such that Ct  and Dt . 

Which of the following are correct? 

I- Pt  

II- AP  

III-  4,0tP  

IV-  0tP  

V-   4tP  

 

Table 4.6 shows that distinguishing between a set and an element could be problematic. 

 

To increase my understanding of students thought processes related to Experiment 6, I did an 

interview with Henning, who was an undergraduate level student at Swu. 

I believe that one method to find whether students distinguish between an element and a set or 

not, is the use of some operation (such as union and intersection) in the problem. I have 

constructed question number 6 in this way. As we shall see, Henning can  not clearly distinguish 

between a set and an element. 

I asked question number 6 to Henning. His answers to this question are the following (see also 

Figure 4.6.a). 

I: Do the union and intersection define for sets or for elements?  

Henning: To my understanding it is for the sets, although these may consist of only one 

element... 

I: Is t in this question a set or not? 

Henning: well, you stated that it is a point, which lead me to believe that it is an element. 

I: We know that P is a set in this question, and t is an element (and not set). How do you define 

the third and fourth? 

Henning: I did not think of that actually, I just used the union etc. on both sets and elements. 
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Table 4.6 

A summary of the result in Experiment 6 

 

 Wrong 

 

No 

Answer 

 

Right Right, but the 

 reasoning is Wrong 

 
 
 
 
 
I 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

* * *  

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

* * *  

 

 

 

 

 

* 

 

* * * * * 

*  

 

 
 
 
 

II 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

* * * * * 

* * * * 

 

 

 

* *  

 

 

* * * * 

  

 

* 

 

* *  

 

 

 

 
 
 
III 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

 

* * * * 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

* *  

 

 * 

 

  

 

* 

 

* * * * * 

*  

 

 * 

 

 

 
 
IV 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

 

* * * * * 

* * * *  

  

* *  

 

 

 * 

 

*  

 

 

* 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

* * 

 
 
 

 
V 

 

 

Swu – 

undergraduate level 

 

 

Swu – advanced 

Level 

 

 

* * * * * 

*  

  

* * * * * 

 

 

  

 

* * 

 

 

* 

 

* * * *  
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Figure 4.6.a:  Henning’s answer to question 6 

 

His reasoning is contradictory between the first and third part. While he has defined the union 

for the sets, he added that he used union on both sets and elements.  

One may say that according to the second response of Henning, he could distinguish between a 

set and an element, but I argue that what is important is the understanding of properties that a 

mathematical object can have. And Henning showed that he did not understand this point.   
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5. Discussion 

 

My purpose of this study was to investigate some cognitive difficulties that students face in set 

theory. My theoretical framework involved the distinction between concept image and concept 

definition, semiotic activities, the role of cultural context in understanding and some registers of 

presentation the concepts of set theory. This framework was used to justify and analyze my 

results. A qualitative analysis was done to explore students thinking and their difficulties in set 

theory. I did six experiments with four groups. Two Iranian groups at advanced level, a group of 

undergraduate level and a group of advanced level students at a university in Sweden were 

asked to answer to these six experiments. The Iranian students were teachers at a high school 

and had taught set theory at least once. The Swedish students had learned set theory in earlier 

mathematics classes. However, I presented the definition of power set for the undergraduate 

students, because those students had not seen this concept earlier.    

I discuss the main results exposed in terms of my theoretical framework. Using the six reported 

experiments, I summarize some student difficulties that I found in this study.   

Following Cantor (as cited in Bagni 2006, p 274), sets are comprised of individual objects and 

to claim that one set is included in another one requires an analysis of all the individual objects 

forming the first set. The fundamental expressions of Set Theory are rooted in the linguistic 

structure of subject-predicate. However, Euler–Venn diagrams display such predicative 

structure as points in a closed plane figure, and the visual nature of the predicate in the semiotic 

system of Venn-Euler diagrams may hide this essential point that is put forward by the linguistic 

formulation (Radford, 2002b). 

I summarize the result of this study as follows: 

 1. Students can make unfortunate use of Venn diagrams (the students’ difficulty in visual 

register):  Even if Venn diagrams can be of help to solve a problem in set theory, sometimes 

using Venn diagrams in an incorrect way can lead to a misunderstanding, e.g. drawing a 

member of a power set or the sides of a geometrical shape (see 4.1 and 4.2). From the survey it 

is apparent that in general, students have some confusions with respect to Venn diagrams. 

However, Iranian advanced students were more familiar with Venn diagrams than the Swedish 

students. In most of the cases where I did not suggest the use of Venn diagram, Iranian students 

still used it (Although some of them in a wrong way). According to Fischbein and Baltsan 
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(1999, as cited in Bagni 2006, p 274)  these students make reference to a mental behavior that 

has shaped the students’ experiences in a meaningful way , but the initial scheme has become a 

tacit model that sometimes influences the students’ reasoning in a wrong direction.                                                                                                       

Although the most of Iranian and undergraduate students at Swu  used Venn diagram in 

Experiment 1(even in an incorrect way), most of the advanced level students at Swu did not 

represent anything in this experiment. Unfortunately I had not the opportunity to find out the 

reason for this strange occurrence. But it could be a beginning of another study in the future.   

2. A set of sets is a difficult concept for students (the concept image overrode the concept 

definition): It was difficult for the most of the students, especially to the undergraduate 

students, to understand that a set can be as a member of another set. They thought often that a 

set can only be a subset of another set (see 4.2).  Bagni (2006) believed that (as one of the 

reasons) the traditional use of capital letters for sets and lower-case letters for elements can 

cause a significant misconception where a set cannot belong to another set. But I believe that 

one major reason is because the subject of set theory is not often taught based on the systems of 

axiomatic set theory i.e., Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory.  

3. The meaning of the word “Set” is not always clear for students. The students have 

difficulties both in the verbal and the symbolic register:  Sometimes the students are 

confused between a set of numbers and numbers (verbally and in writing). For instance, there 

was a confusion between the set of natural odd numbers and the natural odd numbers (see 4.2 

and 4.3) i.e., symbolically, between    .1,3,5,7,.. and   .1,3,5,7,.. Although, when we speak or 

write by natural language, the difference between natural odd numbers and the set of natural 

odd numbers are not very clear. However mathematically these two concepts are entirely 

different. According to Bagni (2006), the use of a representation register links many conceptual 

aspects. Verbal registers can be used this way, but using words may not always convey the 

mathematically correct meaning. 

4. Some words in natural language cause confusion for students when introduced in Set 

theoretic contexts (the role of cultural context):  Some words in a natural language such as 

Include, Having and Together could be ambiguous when used in set theory. For instance, if B 

and C are two sets and students were asked about a set having elements B and C, some consider 

the answer as the union of B and C while some other as the intersection of B and C (see 4.2). 

Also the word together induces the meaning of set for some students while not for some others 

(see 4.5). According to Bourguignon (2001) belongs to and included in are sometimes used in 

the language interchangeably, which shows the impact of daily context on mathematical 

reasoning. So Bagni (2006, as noticed in Radford 2002a) mentioned that the legitimation of a 

representation system is dependent on a cultural context. Since the use of mathematical signs is 

acquired “by means of social participation” (Steinbring, 2002, p. 10), an adequate negotiation of 

meanings between teacher and students was suggested by Bagni (2006). 
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Although in the conflict between Wittgenstein and Frege, Wittgenstein’s opinions are more 

weighty, that is we have to translate formal language to natural language to teach and explain 

mathematics (as noticed in Momtahan 2006 in a Persian article, translation from me), but any 

natural language statement cannot be utilized to convey mathematical concepts.  

5. Students fail sometimes to distinguish between sets and elements (concept image is more 

effective than concept definition):  Sometimes the students were confused between the 

concept of element and the concept of subset (see 4.2 and 4.6). To investigate this cognitive 

difficulty, I proposed to use mathematical operations. More precisely, I used union and 

intersection as mathematical operations in this study. Based on this idea, I designed Experiment 

6. According to result of this experiment, it seems that students could not understand clearly the 

difference between sets and elements. . Although some of the responders apparently answered 

correctly, others did not. All of responders did not understand the properties that mathematical 

objects like sets and elements have.  

6. Sometimes the students were confused between the concept of addition that is an 

algebraic operation, and the concept of union: In 4.4, we considered that if Lego s be belong 

to the set of Legos, and if we cut Lego s to two Legos; 1s  and 2s  , then an Iranian student 

believed that 1s  is a member of the set of legos, and 1s  and 2s  together is a members of the set 

of legos. It seems that he has considered  1s  and 2s   together as 21 ss   and therefore equal to s.  

 

Briefly, about the differences between Iranian-Swedish students, and Advanced- Undergraduate 

students in understanding of set theory, I can mention that the Iranian students were more 

familiar with Venn diagrams in comparison to Swedish students, and generally the advanced 

students had a better understanding of the power set concept as a set of sets compare to 

undergraduates.   

I think that when you find the kind of misunderstandings that I found in the relatively simple set 

theory problems, then in some other subjects such as Algebra, Linear Algebra and Analysis, the 

misunderstandings can be more of a problem. As Dogan-Dunlap (2006) mentioned, set theory is 

one of the prerequisite topics for some mathematics courses. Therefore it is likely that many 

students’ mistakes in mathematics courses are caused by the students' misunderstandings in set 

theory. According to the results of this study, a future study of student use of set theory in a 

course such as analysis would be informative and it would be a study that I would be interested 

to undertake.  
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Appendix  

Letter to the undergraduate class students after pre-test: 
 

 

Hej, 

 

 Detta är Ayaz som har gjort en test om mängdlära i fredags. Tack så  mycket   för att du har 

deltagit i min undersökning. Jag har observerat dina svar och skulle vilja gärna intervjua med 

dig. Intervjun ska göra enligt dina  tidigare svar. Denna kan göra med flera sätt. Vi kan träffa 

varandra, Jag kan ringa dig och intervjuar med  telefon och vi kan chatta genom t.ex Yahoo 

Messenger, Google Talk eller  Skype. Jag skulle gärna intervjua med två studenter tillsammans.  

Om du vill ha intervju genom chatt eller telefon, kan Jag skick till dig en kopia av dina svar 

genom e-post förre att vi  ska intervja. Jag skulle vetta om du vill delta vid intervju. I så fall  

meddela mig att du vill ha intervju på vilket sätt, och ensam eller  med  annan student. 

 

Med vänliga hälsningar, 

 Ayaz 
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